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$BSPMFF� 4DIOFFNBOO�T� QSPMJmD� CPEZ� PG� XPSL� TQBOT� OFBSMZ�
six decades. In the late 50’s, she incorporated techniques 
credited to her male contemporaries, like Rauschenberg, 
with a three dimensionality achieved by using heavily textural 
characteristics. In the early 60’s, she began exhibiting the 
embodied self as political territory within the aesthetic. 
She’s linked with Judson Dance Theater, Beats, Fluxus, 
Happenings, and more. However, she disavows association 
with such categorization.

In the late summer of 2008, Carolee invited me into her 
enchanted home and studio near New Paltz. She described 
the atmosphere of 1963. The air charged with “implacable 
resistance. I was called an exhibitionist, who really should 
be working in pornography, not really an artist…critics, 
gallerists…they, without exception, said my work is crap.”1  

Carolee persisted to “reclaim the body from ….pop art, 
where the female body was mechanized and dead… And 
then to reintegrate that body from the traditions of art history 
with a vital materiality related to historical traditions, always 
determined by masculine aesthetics.” 

She is habitually labeled a Feminist Performance and/or 
Body Artist, despite generating substantially more works of 
mMN�WJEFP�QBJOUJOH�NVMUJ�JOUFS�USBOT�BDSPTT�UISPVHI�PWFS�
under and inbetween media. As Carolee stated six years 
ago, “…for the past 24 years or so, I’ve been doing what I 
call these morphologies of form. They begin with some basic 
TIBQF�UIBU�*�DBO�NBLF�BO�BGmMJBUJPO�XJUI�w

After 9/11, Carolee created Terminal Velocity and then Dark Pond. 

A shamefully vague estimation of several hundred of the 
equally shamefully vague estimation of three thousand 
deaths on 9/11 were by falls from the opulent Twin Towers. 
Bodies rained down on lower Manhattan. Bodies trapped 
forever in time by the camera’s eye and persistent image of 
collective, traumatic memory. Bodies caught between the 
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Carolee Schneemann. Dark Pond, 2001-2005
12 hand colored digital prints with watercolor and crayon 
59.25 x 63 inches overall;12 pieces in all,19.75 x15.75 inches, each  
Copyright: ©C. Schneemann
Courtesy of C. Schneemann and P.P.O.W Gallery, New York

Carolee Schneemann,Terminal Velocity 2001-2005
inkjet on paper
96 x 84 inches overall; 35 pieces in all, 16 x 12 inches, each
Copyright: ©C. Schneemann
Courtesy of C. Schneemann and P.P.O.W Gallery, New York
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JOmOJUF�QJDUVSF�QFSGFDU�CMVF�TLZ�BOE�TPPO�UP�JNQMPEF�FEJmDF��
Bodies that externalize others inside the soon to collapse 
DPMPTTVT���#PEJFT�UIBU�TZNCPMJ[F�IFSPJD�IPSSJmD�BDUT��#PEJFT�
UIBU�FWPLF�B�GPSNBUJPO�PG�TFMG�BOE�JEFOUJmDBUJPO�XJUI�UIF�PUIFS��
Bodies demanding immediate recognition. Bodies borne 
not of fate, or fate’s allusion of stasis, but bodies of action. 
We project upon these bodies anticipated expectations that 
may have nothing, and everything, to do with the victims. 
Bodies through which we speak, “It could have been me.” 
Bodies through which we ask,” What would I have done?” 
5IJOLJOH�iKVNQw�BGmSNT�B�TFOTF�PG�TFMG�PG�GSFF�XJMM�BOE�BO�BDU��
A question is predicated on choice. 

Carolee’s cenotaph is “made from photographic newspaper 
images because that’s the only way I could get closer and 
DMPTFS�� *� DPVME� FOMBSHF� JU� BMNPTU� UP� JOmOJUZ�� *� DPODFOUSBUFE�
on…With a sense of, well, concentration as a consecration, to 
show every detail that was possible. To show a progression, 
BMNPTU�B�mMNJD�QSPHSFTTJPO�UISPVHI�UJNF�BO�JNQMJFE�UJNF�w

Carolee’s implied time allows viewers to impose upon 
CPEJMZ� JNBHFT�B�TFOTF�PG�TVCKFDUJWJUZ�BOE� JEFOUJmDBUJPO��"O�
imposition upon bodies that may have no bodily remains.

In our global nightmare, bodies are forever resurrected by 
enlargement. 

Carolee: “It is this permeable momentum of self into the 
image. We are inside the image…“ She echoes Jacques 
Lacan’s premise that, “the collective is nothing but the subject 
of the individual.“2 Carolee: “...their choice was to either to be 
incinerated or exploded out of the space where they were, 
because the spaces were blowing out of the windows.”      

The bodies of Terminal Velocity and Dark Pond live in the “or.” 
Images enlarged almost, but not yet, to the breaking point of 
invisible pixilation. Details remain intact. Through repetition 
and reproduction, Carolee remaps the moment with narrative, 

PQUJDBM�TFOTBUJPOT�mMMFE�XJUI�NFUFS�NPNFOUVN�NPUJPO�BOE�
rhythm. 

5IF�GPSNBM� MJOFT� JO�TQBDF�XJUI�B�WFSUJDBM�mHVSF�TVSSPVOEFE�
on both sides by the equidistant columns of the opulent 
structure, bring the bodies incrementally closer. Carolee: 
“I’d been doing research on when the body falls at a certain 
speed. It is this permeable momentum of self into the potential 
image…It’s a threshold on a certain dynamic that’s so hard 
for the living to imagine.”

Carolee’s bodies repeat repetitive loops of mass media’s 
incessant replay. Rather than dull the senses, these bodies 
plea for attentive meditation, as she reveals the intervals 
within a trajectory of time and space. 

Carolee gives birth to a multitude of images from few 
sources with addition, duration and variation. She arrests 
the captured instant, proposing her own Lacan like, “before 
and afterness.” She focuses attention to subject formation 
through the process of perception, by working between the 
before and after. 

News reports, viral banter, street level conversations with 
friends, family, co-workers, colleagues, enemies, frenemies and 
total strangers, witness and document this “before and after.”

Carolee offers Lacan’s model of modulation of time, complete 
with the instant of the glance, the time for comprehending 
and a convulsive, conclusive moment of subject formation 
as, “temporal tension culminates here…it is the process of its 
release… the test of its logical necessity.”3

Lacan’s address of the inherent rhythm of psychoanalysis 
calls our attention to the breaks, stammers, stutters and 
breaks of tempi that occur at the subject and object interface. 
Like Lacan’s temporal pressure cooker, Carolee illuminates 
NPNFOUT� PG� UIF� JEFOUJmDBUJPO� PG� iTFMGw� BOE� SFDPHOJUJPO� PG�
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the “other.” It is a temporality of suspended moments that 
Carolee’s bodies elucidate and magnify.

The artist intervenes with acts that reconstruct, re-imagine 
and reactivate memory. Her bodies are animated. Animism 
is hope. She creates an instance of hope. 

Leaps from the opulent Twin Towers’ inferno hurtle me 
backward, forward and sideward to José Muñoz in Cruising 
Utopia, and his “ecstatic unity of temporality- Past, Present 
and Future.“4 There is ecstasy in Carolee’s bodies. 

Dark Pond is Carolee’s utopic gift. The same black and white 
photographs of Terminal Velocity provide a canvas for a grid of 
twelve new works upon which she adds crayon and watercolor 
with Romantic, deeply rich colors of grass-like greens, hot 
pinks, scarlet reds, golden yellows and sky blues. Carolee’s 
TUSPLFT�PG�UIF�CSVTI�PGGFS�TPGU�nPXJOH�MJOFT�BOE�TRVJHHMZ�TUSFBLT�
of bold black in direct contrast to the Opulent Twin Towers’ 
perfect architectural symmetry, pre- implosion. Choice of colors, 
mediums and strategic placement create landscape with the 
horizon of that stunningly beautiful late summer morning…until…

Dark Pond creates newness from historicity with pastoral 
MJHIU�BO�JEZMMJD�QPOE�PG�FUIFSFBM�CFBVUZ�XJUI�CPEJFT�JO�nJHIU�
steering attention away from the brutality of the before and 
after. Bodies beautifully re-captured in mid-air. Bodies in 
an aviary to safely land like other species. The archetypal 
ESFBN�TUBUF�PG�IVNBO�nJHIU�CFDPNFT�SFBMJ[FE��

Carolee’s easily criticized transformation of bodies into the art 
spectacle of Terminal Velocity, is even more brazen and more 
easily criticized with Dark Pond���$BSPMFF�HMPSJmFT�CPEJFT�JO�
space, not as tragic, but also as beautiful specimens traveling 
through air, as the unthinkable is not yet here.

Carolee demands a sense of attunement to the presentness 
PG�UIF�mHVSFT��4IF�FYIJCJUT�QPTTJCJMJUZ�XJUI�B�QBMQBCMF�EFTJSF�

to save her bodies by preserving and embalming them with 
digital animism, painterly color and the formalism of repetition. 
Each body is granted temporal transcendence and escape from 
IPSSJmD�GVUVSFT�QBTU��*O�UIF�XPSET�PG�.V×P[�iGPS�UIF�QVSQPTF�PG�
critiquing the present (is) propelled for a desire for futurity.”5

Nowhere else in history have so many leaps from such 
heights as those made by Carolee’s bodies taken place in 
one space and time to be re- witnessed, and re- witnessed 
and re- witnessed by the world. The desperate bravery of 
KVNQJOH�CPEJFT�FYIJCJU�BHFODZ�NBLJOH� UIFJS� mOBM�HFTUVSFT�
VUPQJD�UP�PODF�BHBJO�GPMMPX�UIF�nPXJOH�QBJOUFSMZ�UIPVHIUT�PG�
Muñoz. Carolee’s bodies, Herko, and other dancers seek to 
defy gravity, and transcend the limitations of the body, time 
BOE�TQBDF�CZ�BUUFNQUJOH�UP�UBLF�nJHIU�XJUI�MFBQT�

Leaps of faith.
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